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Abstract: As one of the key issues in aviation safety, loss-of-control in the form of adverse aircraft-
pilot couplings is attracting attention increasingly. Dynamic-pitch-control envelope shows to be a
promising means to evaluate the loss-of-control related to pilot-induced oscillations. To mitigate this
issue, this paper develops a human pilot model with the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue. A
key feature of the model is the capability to afford the characteristics of the pilot’s behavior through
analyzing the cue of envelope boundaries in different areas. The fuzziness and adaption of the
human are introduced into the model to describe the behavior of the human pilot. Fuzzy control
logic is designed to reflect the fuzziness of the human’s response to the envelope cue. Time-varying
parameters are adjusted to embody the adaptive characteristics of the human pilot to different
regional envelope cues. Furthermore, three metrics methods, including error metric, envelope
boundaries metric, and scalogram-based pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) metric, are proposed to
design the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues. The assessment results obtained by pilot–aircraft
system simulation are compared with the pilot-in-the-loop flight experiment in-ground simulator to
validate the effectiveness of the model. Simulation and experimental results show that the proposed
human pilot model and envelope cue method can be applied to mitigate the loss-of-control events
caused by the pilot–aircraft system oscillations.

Keywords: human behavior; human pilot model; pilot-induced oscillations; flight simulation;
flight envelope

1. Introduction

Aircraft loss-of-control (LOC) has been a major factor in aviation fatal accidents and it
has resulted in more fatalities than other factors during the past 10 years [1,2]. One of the
key issues is the loss-of-control related to the unfavorable interaction between the pilot and
the aircraft system, including pilot-induced oscillations (PIO) [3–5]. Loss-of-control related
to pilot-induced oscillations has become a persistent aviation safety problem [6].

Currently, the Boeing Company and the NASA Langley Research Center have jointly
developed a set of metrics for defining loss-of-control, which are composed of five flight en-
velopes [7], that is, adverse aerodynamics envelope, unusual attitude envelope, structural
integrity envelope, dynamic-pitch-control envelope, and dynamic roll control envelope.
These envelopes can reliably identify key upset characteristics in a flight test or event
time history [8–11]. The function of the flight envelope protection is that it is an augmen-
tation of the flight control system to monitor and maintain the aircraft within its flight
envelopes [12–15]. It requires that the aircraft stays within a predefined safe flight enve-
lope through the adjustment of the flight parameters [16–21]. The existing aircraft upset
prevention methods mainly focus on the design of flight envelope protection systems and
lack of human control behavior with the envelope cues investigation. The flight envelope
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can be as an auxiliary cue system to inform pilots of the current flight envelope informa-
tion via haptic or visual displays. The advantage of this approach is that pilot–aircraft
interaction mechanisms are considered with the flight envelope cues. Among the flight
envelopes above-mentioned, the dynamic-pitch-control envelope is related to the pitch
axis PIO prediction [11]. With regard to the issues of the loss-of-control events caused
by adverse aircraft–pilot couplings, the study of dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue de-
sign is of importance to improve the pilot–aircraft system characteristics so as to mitigate
such issues.

In the research of pilot–aircraft system analysis with the flight envelope cues, the exist-
ing investigations mainly focus on analyzing the effect of flight envelope protection systems
on human pilots through the flight test [22–24]. For example, Van Baelen proposed a new
haptic feedback concept with a flight envelope protection system to limit the inputs of pilot
control [25,26]. Then the results of an experimental evaluation were discussed to validate
the feasibility and correctness of the design [27,28]. Ackerman developed an interface
system display in the simulator, which was conceived to improve pilot situation awareness
with respect to a flight envelope protection system [29,30]. Stepanyan combined the aural,
visual, and tactile cues to predict loss-of-control safety margins as the aircraft gets closer to
the edge of the safe operating envelope through the flight test simulation [31]. However,
the flight test results above may vary with individuals, it is necessary to evaluate the effects
of the flight envelope cues by establishing a parametric model of the pilot behavior that
covers a broad range of behavior. Previously, we have developed an intelligent human
pilot model based on a smart inceptor for the aircraft [32,33]. The feature of the model is
its capability to reflect the interaction between the smart inceptor and the human pilot.
The model provides a feasible way to predict the characteristics of a pilot–aircraft system
including a smart inceptor for mitigating loss-of-control. As for the human pilot behavior
with the flight envelope cues, the distinction from the above-mentioned model lies in the
differences in the cue path, feedback signal, and the pilot’s control strategy between the
smart inceptor and flight envelope cue system. The flight envelope cue provides the flight
information for the human pilot via a display cue and the human pilot control strategy will
be adjusted according to the position of flight state parameters in the flight envelope. Thus
it is worth studying the human pilot behavior of the aircraft with the flight envelope cue.

A human pilot model is developed for the aircraft with the dynamic pitch control
envelope cue, which aims to mitigate the pilot–aircraft system loss-of-control. The enve-
lope cue boundaries take the dynamic pitch attitude and pitch-axis control authority into
consideration. We focus on the analysis of the human pilot behavior with different regional
boundaries via the visual display cue. The human pilot model emphasizes intelligent and
adaptive characteristics to the flight envelope cue. The pilot model adopts time-varying
parameters to accommodate different regional cues and utilizes the fuzzy logic to describe
the fuzziness of human’s response to cues. Furthermore, three metrics evaluation methods,
including error metric, envelope boundaries metric, and scalogram-based PIO metric, are
put forward to design the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues. The assessment results of
dynamic-pitch-control flight envelope cue design are compared with the pilot-in-the-loop
flight simulation experiments. Numerical simulation and experimental results are given to
investigate the validity of the human pilot model and the dynamic-pitch-control envelope
cue design method in mitigating the pilot–aircraft system loss-of-control.

2. Pilot–Aircraft System with Dynamic-Pitch-Control Envelope Cue
2.1. Dynamic-Pitch-Control Flight Envelope

The dynamic-pitch-control flight envelope is proposed by the Boeing Company and
the NASA Langley Research Center [7]. The quantitative definition of this envelope is
given relating to critical flight parameters that account for aircraft flight dynamics and
flight control use. The dynamic-pitch-control envelope gives the limits of the protected
envelope to ensure, on one hand, that the aircraft always stays in a safe flight condition.
On the other hand, the envelope is related to the pitch axis PIO prediction, which is an
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effective means to evaluate the pilot–aircraft system loss-of-control. Here, we will use this
dynamic-pitch-control envelope to cue and guide the human pilot to perform effective
maneuvers.

The dynamic-pitch-control envelope can be shown in Figure 1. This envelope defines
the relation between the dynamic pitch attitude θ′ and pitch-axis control authority. The
x-axis represents the percent elevator deflection. The y-axis, that is, the dynamic pitch
attitude represents the sum of the current pitch attitude angle and its expected change after
one second in Equation (1). It reflects the trend of the pitch attitude angle. It can be used to
analyze the prediction of the future states of the aircraft.

θ′ = θ +
.
θ (1)

The boundaries of this envelope reflect whether the trend in θ′ is consistent with the
current motion of the aircraft or not. It exposes consistency or opposition between the pitch
control commands and the longitudinal aircraft motion. For example, an aircraft that is
nose-high but pitching down (or an aircraft that is nose-low but pitching up) may recover
properly, while another aircraft may exceed the envelope even at an appropriate pitch
attitude if its pitch angle rate is high and deviates from the direction of the aircraft motion.
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Figure 1. Dynamic-Pitch-Control Envelope reproduced by reference [7].

Thus, the envelopes in quadrant I and quadrant III (in Figure 1) allow the normal
control. For example, an aircraft-nose-up pitch control command may result in an aircraft-
nose-up pitch attitude trend. The envelopes in quadrant II and quadrant IV (in Figure 1)
represent the cases in which the aircraft is pitching in one direction while the control is in
the opposite direction. In this case, the limits on θ′ and pitch control authority interact with
each other. It needs to apply more pitch control to reduce the level of adverse θ′. In this
situation, it is easy to cause the aircraft to fall into oscillations or divergences, which may
trigger the pilot-induced oscillation (PIO).

It represents the safe range within the dynamic-pitch-control envelope. When the
flight states of the aircraft exceed the envelope boundary in quadrant II or quadrant IV,
it is susceptible to causing PIO. When the flight states of the aircraft exceed the envelope
boundary in quadrant I or quadrant III, it is excessive manipulation of the aircraft. Further-
more, a three-dimensional dynamic-pitch-control envelope graph with a time variable is
developed in Figure 2, which is used to analyze the point of time when the aircraft states
exceed the envelope boundary. It is helpful to analyze the occurrence time including the
PIO tendency of the aircraft and the excessive control of the human pilot.

2.2. Pilot–Aircraft System Model with Dynamic-Pitch-Control Envelope Cue

The pilot–aircraft system consists of the human pilot, the aircraft system, and the
pilot–aircraft interface (including the display interface and inceptor). Here, the dynamic-
pitch-control envelope cue is an auxiliary system to inform the human pilot of the current
flight information via the visual display of the pilot–aircraft interface. Figure 3 provides a
block diagram of pilot–aircraft system with dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue. As shown,
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the human pilot on one hand perceives the flight information from the error signals, on the
other hand, obtains the information from the flight envelope cue. The human pilot model
reflects the fact that the pilot needs to change his/her control behavior due to the cue of
the dynamic-pitch-control envelope. According to the framework of the intelligent human
pilot model, the human pilot model contains the perception module, adaptation module
and neuromuscular module, as shown in Figure 3.
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It can be seen from Figure 3 that the system input signal is c (here, it represents the pitch
angle θc), and the output signal is q and θ. The human pilot control behavior is motivated by
an error e, which is the difference between c and θ. The display conveys the information ec to
the visual sense module. Meanwhile, the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue is perceived
by the human pilot through visual feedback to guide him/her to change the control strategy.
Here, the human pilot can see the flight envelope boundary and real-time flight data curve
on it, which is similar to the flight display in reference [29]. The information e′c and cue
is processed through the central nervous system of the adaptation module to generate a
desired control action xt. The actual control action Fs is obtained by the neuromuscular
system of the execution module and exerted on the inceptor. The neuromuscular system
and the inceptor interact with each other through inceptor displacement δs.

3. Human Pilot Model

The human pilot model describes the control behavior of the human pilot with the
dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue. The perception module, adaptation module, and
execution module of this human pilot model are depicted in this section. Among them, the
adaptation module is the key part that is related to the changes in the control strategies
based on the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue.
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3.1. Adaptation Module

The adaptation module of the human pilot involves the activities in which the human
pilot needs to change the control behavior to adapt to the controlled element. The pilot
adaptation behavior means the control action can be changed according to the dynamic-
pitch-control envelope cue. If the state of the aircraft reaches or exceeds the dynamic-pitch-
control envelope boundaries, the pilot will receive a cue message to remind him/her to
change the control strategy; otherwise, the pilot will remain the same behavior.

The adaptation module of the human pilot model can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. The
initial structure of the module refers to the Hess adaptive human pilot model [34–36]. There
are two gain parameters Kp and Kr in each control loop of the adaptation module. Here,
the envelope cue is separated into two parts: the envelope cue for exceeding quadrant II
or quadrant IV and the envelope cue for exceeding quadrant I or quadrant III. Among
them, the envelope cue of exceeding quadrant II or quadrant IV will remind the pilot
that the aircraft is prone to PIO (as shown in Figure 4). This cue signal is set as Kcue1.
In this situation, the human pilot will mitigate the control magnitude and increase the
damping. Here, Kp is the control gain of the error signal, which affects the magnitude of
the human pilot manipulation. Kr reflects the damping of the inner closed-loop system.
Through the analysis of aircraft configuration, Kr decreases with the increase of damping
ratio. Therefore, both the inner loop gain Kr and outer loop gain Kp will decrease in the
envelope cue exceeding the quadrant II or quadrant IV. Furthermore, the envelope cue
exceeding quadrant I or quadrant III will warn the pilot that the manipulation is large and
inappropriate (as shown in Figure 5). This cue signal is set as Kcue2. Then the human pilot
will reduce the control magnitude, namely, decreasing the outer loop gain Kp.
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In Figures 4 and 5, the fuzzy logic reflects that the pilot’s strategy change is not a
sudden change process. The pilot needs a certain response process to understand the
cue information. There is certain fuzziness in the pilot’s judgment and decision-making.
Therefore, the fuzzy logic can be used to modify the changes in the pilot model parameters.
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The fuzzy and adaptive logic is described as follows. First, the criterion signal z is
defined as the cue signal Kcue, which reflects the cue information of the flight states beyond
the flight envelope.

z = Kcue (2)

where, Kcue represents Kcue1 or Kcue2. If the envelope cue exceeds quadrant II or quadrant
IV, Kcue1 = 1; else, Kcue1 = 0. Similarly, if the envelope cue exceeds quadrant I or quadrant
III, Kcue2 = 1; else, Kcue2 = 0.

Here, z is defined as the input variables of the fuzzy logic model. The output variables
of the fuzzy logic model are defined as the strategy variation coefficient kstrategy of the
human pilot with the range of [0, 1]. It reflects the probability of whether the human pilot
can change his/her control behavior. The membership function of fuzzy logic is shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Fuzzy sets.

Fuzzy Sets of Input Fuzzy Sets of Output

Name Membership
Function Distribution Name Membership

Function Distribution

RS Trapezoidal shape ARS(x) =


1, 0 ≤ x < 2.72
3.28−x

0.56 , 2.72 ≤ x ≤ 3.28
0 3.28 < x ≤ 6

RT S-shape ATR(y) =
{

1− 2y2, 0 ≤ y < 0.5
2(y− 1)2, 0.5 ≤ y ≤ 1

NS Trapezoidal shape ANS(x) =


0, 0 ≤ x < 2.72
x−2.72

0.56 , 2.72 ≤ x ≤ 3.28
1 3.28 < x ≤ 6

NT S-shape ANT(y) =
{

2y2, 0 ≤ y < 0.5
1− 2(y− 1)2, 0.5 ≤ y ≤ 1

A central value 3 of the fuzzy-set input range [2.72, 3.28] is chosen as it can represent
an instantaneous “3− σ” value. It indicates that human judgment of things obeys the
normal distribution. It is evident that a too-small trigger value would cause normal system
disturbances (e.g., turbulence) to initiate the unnecessary adaptation, whereas a too-large
value would inhibit the adaptation when it is needed. The variable range [2.72, 3.28] is
based on the human pilot’s perception error characteristics [37].

In Table 1, the fuzzy sets “RS” and “NS” represent the “short” and “long” of human
reaction time individually. “RT” and “NT” represent “small” and “large” of the pilot’s strat-
egy variation coefficient kstrategy, respectively. The employed fuzzy rule sets are asserted in
IF-THEN form as,

IF x is RS, THEN y is RT.
IF x is NS, THEN y is NT.
For the adaptive logic, the human pilot control strategy can be motivated based on the

dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue. Here, the two category cues are differentiated.
When the human pilot obtains the cue of envelope exceeding quadrant II or quadrant

IV (Figure 4), the parameters Kp and Kr will change. The changes in human pilot behavior
in Kr and Kp (defined as ∆Kr and ∆Kp1) are shown:{

∆Kr = −ktuning1 · kstrategy · |e′c|
∆Kp1 = 0.35 · ∆Kr

(3)

Among them, ktuning1 is the undetermined coefficient, which is determined according
to different aircraft configurations, flying tasks, and failure conditions, etc. The purpose
is to ensure the rationality of parameters (Kr and Kp) variations and the stability of the
pilot–aircraft system.

When the human pilot obtains the cue of envelope exceeding quadrant I or quadrant
III (Figure 5), the parameters Kp will change. The change of human pilot behavior in Kp
(defined as ∆Kp2) is as follows.

∆Kp2 = −ktuning2 · kstrategy ·
∣∣e′c∣∣ (4)

where, ktuning2 is the undetermined coefficient, similar with ktuning1.
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Then the changes in the gains Kr and Kp (defined as ∆Kp and ∆Kr) during the whole
process can be seen in Equation (5).{

∆Kr = −ktuning1 · kstrategy · |e′c|
∆Kp = ∆Kp1 + ∆Kp2

(5)

3.2. Perception and Execution Modules

The perception and execution modules represent the visual sense and neuromuscular
system, and their parameters are fixed. The model structures and parameters can be found
in reference [32]. Here, the visual sense perceives the error information for the human pilot
to make judgments and for decision-making.

In the executive module, the correlation between the neuromuscular system and the
inceptor is taken into account. The model is combined with models for the skin flexibility
and the limb inertia, and neural feedback in the control of the neuromuscular system. The
neural feedback enables the human pilot to modify the effective properties. The model of
the neuromuscular system is based on the models available in reference [33].

4. Simulation Results

In order to test the feasibility and effectiveness of the dynamic pitch envelope cue, the
flight tasks and aircraft failures are set in the simulation. The performances of the human
pilot model and the evaluations of the flight envelope cue are calculated. Then the results
are analyzed and discussed.

4.1. Pilot–Aircraft System Parameters Description

The inceptor is described as the feel system dynamics. They can be modeled as a
second-order system. The characteristic parameters of the feel system are provided in
Table 2 as follows.

Table 2. Feel system characteristic parameters.

Parameter Value

Spring Gradient (N/m) 400
Damping (N·s/m) 28.28

Mass (kg) 1
Control system gearing 1

The aircraft configuration was based on NASA flight test configurations that were
used in the past PIO evaluation programs [23]. The linear configuration dynamics are as
follows.

θ

δ′c
=

31250(0.02379)(1.246)
[0.2389, 0.05637][0.702, 4.571][0.7, 75]

e−0.10s (6)

The key control system elements are identified in Table 3. They mainly include surface
rate limit, surface actuator, and surface position limit. The surface rate limit is the key
element that causes nonlinear PIO events.

Table 3. Parameters of flight control system.

Flight Control System Form Parameter Values

Rate limit (◦/s)
.
δe

10◦/s (failure)
100◦/s (baseline)

Surface actuator ω2
n

s2 + 2ξωns + ω2
n

ωn = 44 rad/s, ξ = 0.707

Surface position limit (◦) δemax 30◦

The flight envelope ranges are set as: the limits on θ′ in these cases are−10◦ ≤ θ′ ≤ 25◦,
and the limits on pitch control authority are ±100%. These data are based on a statistical
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analysis of past LOC events by Wilborn and Foster. They recognized that these flight
parameters were sufficient to address 95% of the causes attributed to the LOC data set.

The parameters of the human pilot model are set as follows. In the adaptation module,
the initial value of inner loop gain Kr is chosen as the gain value that results in a minimum
damping ratio of ξmin = 0.15 for any oscillatory mode in the inner closed-loop transfer
function q/R. The outer loop gain Kp is chosen to provide a desired, open-loop crossover
frequency for the entire pilot model. The nominal value of this crossover frequency will
be 2.0 rad/s. Figure 6 represents the bode plot of the open-loop system in the initial state,
which indicates that the crossover frequency is 2.0 rad/s. Besides this, the parameters of
the perceptual module and executive module in the human pilot model can be found in
reference [32].
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Figure 6. Bode plot of the open-loop system in the initial state.

4.2. Simulation Results Analysis

In the simulation, a pitch tracking task is used to verify that the human pilot can
track the displayed attitude command and attempt to keep errors within the specified
tolerances. Sum-of-sines (SOS) command signals are selected as these force the human pilot
to continuously apply control inputs. Failure scenarios are set as the control surface rate
saturation is reduced from 100◦/s to 10◦/s at the time of 10 s. In order to investigate the
effectiveness of the dynamic pitch envelope cue using the human pilot model, the related
results of the human pilot model and the evaluations of flight envelope boundaries are
simulated and analyzed. The simulation results with dynamic pitch envelope cue and
without envelope cue are given as follows.

(1) Simulation results without envelope cue

Figure 7 represents the evaluation results without the dynamic-pitch-control envelope
cue. It shows that the result exceeds the dynamic-pitch-control envelope boundaries in
quadrants II, III, and IV. Three-dimensional evaluation results with time variables can
be seen in Figure 8. The projection in quadrant I and quadrant III boundaries without
envelope cue is depicted in Figure 9, and Figure 10 is the projection in quadrant II and
quadrant IV boundaries. It can be seen that the evaluation result exceeds the quadrant III
boundary between 32 s and 51 s. The results exceed the quadrant II boundary at around
20 s and exceed the quadrant IV boundary between 25 s and 41 s.
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Figure 9. Quadrants I, III boundary projection result without envelope cue.

(2) Simulation results with envelope cue

The time-domain tracking response can be shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 is the human
pilot input signals, which are also the tracking errors of the pilot–aircraft system. Figure 13
shows the pilot output results, which also represent the signals of inceptor force. Figure 14
represents the parameter changes of the human pilot model with the dynamic-pitch-control
envelope cue.
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Figure 12. Pilot input signals (tracking errors).
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Figure 13. Pilot output results (Inceptor force).
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Figure 14. Parameters changes of human pilot model.

In Figure 13, we can see that time-domain tracking results with envelope cue are
essentially in agreement with the results without envelope cue before 20 s. After 20 s, the
human pilot changes his/her control behavior so as to cause the differences in the tracking
performance between the results with and without envelope cue. The human changing
the control strategy in 20 s indicates that the envelope boundaries cue is triggered at that
time. The tracking errors reflect that the range and fluctuation of the tracking errors with
envelope cue are smaller than those without envelope cue after 20 s. Similarly, the inceptor
force exerted by the human pilot with envelope cue is smaller than that without envelope
cue after 20 s. In Figure 14, the parameters Kr and Kp of the human pilot model show that
both Kr and Kp reduce simultaneously at the time of 20 s, and only Kp changes at the time
of 35 s. The process of the reductions is continuous. Figure 15 represents the bode plot of
the open-loop system after parameters tuning. It indicates that the crossover frequency is
reduced to 1.5 rad/s. The damping ratio increases to ξmin = 0.192. This also reflects the
characteristics of parameters Kp and Kr decreasing, which is consistent with the analysis in
Section 4.1.

Figure 16 shows the evaluation results with the envelope cue. It can be seen that
the results also exceed the dynamic-pitch-control envelope boundaries in quadrant II and
quadrant III. Figure 17 gives three-dimensional evaluation results with time variables. The
projections in quadrants I, III boundaries and quadrants II, IV boundaries with envelope
cue are depicted in Figures 18 and 19. They indicate that the evaluation result exceeds the
quadrant III boundary around 35 s. Combined with Figure 14, we can see that Kp changes
at the same time of 35 s. The results exceed the quadrant II boundary at nearly 20 s, and the
Kr and Kp equally change at the time of 20 s. Compared with the evaluation results of the no
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envelope cue, the results with the envelope cue have improved. In order to obtain a more
effective cue, the design of different envelope cues will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 15. Bode plot of the open-loop system after parameters tuning.
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5. Design of the Dynamic-Pitch-Control Envelope Cue

Based on the pilot–aircraft system analysis using fuzzy and adaptive human pilot
models, different dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues in this section are designed. In order
to evaluate the effectiveness of the design, three metrics, namely, error metric, envelope
boundaries metric, and scalogram-based PIO metric are utilized to assess the performance
of dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues.

5.1. Dynamic-Pitch-Control Envelope Cue Design

The evaluation results with dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue (Figure 16) show that
the simulation curves exceed the standard envelope boundary limits. This is because the
control effects have reached the boundaries when the human pilot received the cues of the
dynamic-pitch-control envelope. In order to improve this situation, the different envelope
boundaries are designed to help the human pilot be aware that the control is close to the
boundaries in time. The new reduced cue envelopes are shown in Figure 20, including
envelope cue 1, envelope cue 2, and envelope cue 3. They are located in a place 95%, 90%,
and 80% from the upper and lower boundaries, respectively.
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Figure 20. Dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue design.

Through the pilot–aircraft system is modeled with different dynamic-pitch-control
envelope cues, the time-domain simulation results are obtained as follows. Figure 21 gives
the time-domain tracking performance for the human pilot model simulation with different
envelope cues. The inceptor force results are shown in Figure 22. The tracking errors with
the different envelope cues can be seen in Figure 23. Compared with the original envelope
cue, the control magnitudes of the human pilot model with envelope cues 1, 2, and 3 have
reduced, the tracking results have improved, and the errors are lower, relatively.
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Figure 23. Pilot input signals (tracking errors).

Figure 24 shows the change in parameters Kr and Kp in the human pilot model with
different envelope cues. It can be seen that the Kr and Kp reduce simultaneously at a time
of 10 s under the envelope cue 2 and envelope cue 3, while the Kr and Kp reduce at a time
nearly 20 s under the envelope cue 1 and the original envelope cue. This indicates that
reduced envelope boundaries will make the human pilot aware that the control is close
to the boundaries timely. Furthermore, the changed amounts of Kr and Kp increase with
the envelope boundaries range decreasing. The bode plot of the open-loop system after
parameters tuning with different cue boundaries can be seen in Figure 25. It shows that
crossover frequency decreases with the envelope boundaries range decreasing.
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5.2. Assessment Metrics

To evaluate the design effects, three different metrics are chosen to assess the perfor-
mance of dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues in the above-mentioned.

(1) Error metric

In order to analyze the task completion of different envelope cues, an evaluation
metric of task quality is developed according to the tracking error of the human pilot.
Here, the relative increment can be used as the measurement of the task cost loss. The root
mean square error and the relative increment caused by failure are taken as the metrics to
evaluate the quality of the pilot’s task.

First, the root mean square of error before failure is calculated.

RMS(en) = (
1

t f − t1

∫ t f

t1

(en)
2dt)

1
2 (7)

where, RMS represents root mean square and en represents the error signal before the
failure occurs. tf is the failure occurrence time and t1 is the starting time of the simulation
task. Then, the root mean square of error after failure is obtained.

RMS(e f ) = (
1

t2 − t f

∫ t2

t f

(e f )
2dt)

1
2

(8)

where, e f represents the error signal after the failure occurs, and t2 is the end time of the
simulation task. Then the error metric is defined as the relative change of the root mean
square of the error before and after the failure, as shown in Equation (9).

ε =
RMS(e f )− RMS(en)

RMS(en)
(9)

(2) Envelope boundaries metric

The original dynamic-pitch-control envelope is also used as a metric to validate the
effects of different envelope cues, as shown in Figure 1. If both pitch control percent and
the dynamic pitch attitude are located in the safe range, the results are satisfying. If they
are located in the regions susceptible to PIO or excessive manipulation, the dynamic pitch
envelope control cue needs to be improved. The details can be seen in Section 2.

(3) Scalogram-based PIO metric

A scalogram-based PIO metric is utilized here to identify the PIO cases of different
envelope cues. In this metric, the control inceptor force is F(t). The wavelet-based scalogram
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of the inceptor force F(t) is the scalogram P(ω, t). The inceptor peak amplitude Pmax(t) of
P(ω, t) is calculated as follows.

Pmax(t)= P(ωmax(t), t) (10)

where, ωmax(t) is the main frequency of the human pilot controlling. The phase lag φ(ω, t)
of the aircraft dynamics Yc(ω) at the frequency ωmax(t) is

φmax(t) = phase(YC(ωmax(t))) (11)

In order to present a better visual comparison using inceptor peak amplitude Pmax
versus weighted phase lag φmax, a weighted form φ̂max of phase is taken into account.

φ̂max(t) =

∫ ∞
0 P2(ω, t)φ(ω, t)dω∫ ∞

0 P2(ω, t)dω
(12)

The two parameters, φ̂max and Pmax, are used as the prediction boundary of PIO. The
metric is divided into two regions. One region is prone to PIO, and the other region is not
prone to PIO. The details of the PIO metric are described in reference [33].

5.3. Results and Discussions

The error metric results with different envelope cues can be seen in Figure 26. They are
obtained through the root mean square of errors calculation, which is indicated in Figure 27.
It can be seen that the RMS and error index of the original envelope cue is the largest.
The error indexes of the other envelope cues were reduced to reflect the effectiveness of
reducing the envelope boundaries. However, it can be seen that the error index of envelope
cue 3 is larger than that of envelope cue 2. This reflects that if the envelope boundaries are
small enough, the quality of the task completion will be reduced. It is necessary to select
suitable envelope boundaries.
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Figure 26. Error index.

The envelope boundaries metric results with different envelope cues are shown in
Figure 28. The results with envelope cue 2 and envelope cue 3 are within the envelope
boundaries, while the evaluations of the original envelope cue and envelope cue 1 are
beyond the envelope boundaries. It also reveals that the suitable envelope cue is helpful
for mitigating the loss-of-control events caused by the pilot–aircraft system oscillations.
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Figure 28. Evaluation results with different envelope cues.

Figure 29 represents the results of the scalogram-based PIO metric applied to different
dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues. The prediction of the PIO metric without envelope
cue is located in the susceptible PIO region, and the inceptor peak amplitude Pmax reached
nearly 0.7(12/(rad/s)). Even though the prediction result with the envelope cue still exceeds
the PIO boundaries, the inceptor peak amplitude Pmax decreases compared with the result
without the envelope cue. Moreover, the results of PIO metric prediction with reduced
envelope cue 2 and envelope cue 3 are within the unsusceptible PIO region, which reveals
the effectiveness of the appropriate envelope cue. These cases’ results agree with the results
of the evaluations of envelope boundaries metric.

The above results are summarized in Table 4. The assessment metrics results under
different envelope cues are given as follows. It can be seen that the assessment results of
envelope cue 2 are better than others, which indicates that the flight envelope cue near the
place of 90% from the upper and lower boundaries is the most helpful for mitigating the
loss-of-control related to pilot induced oscillations.
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Table 4. Synthesis of the assessment results.

Cue Error Metric Envelope
Boundaries Metric

Scalogram-Based
PIO Metric

Original envelope cue 2.12 Beyond envelope Susceptible to PIO
Envelope cue 1 1.65 Beyond envelope Susceptible to PIO
Envelope cue 2 1.21 Safe range Not susceptible to PIO
Envelope cue 3 1.25 Safe range Not susceptible to PIO

6. Experimental Validation and Results Comparison

In order to validate the design of the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue, a pilot-in-
the-loop flight simulation experiment is conducted in this section. The simulation results
are also compared with smart inceptor cues results.

6.1. Experimental Setup

In the pilot-in-the-loop flight simulation experiment, the pilot–aircraft system is shown
in Figure 30. The pilot system is composed of the actual human pilot, the aircraft system,
and the display interface. The human pilot can perceive the dynamic-pitch-control envelope
cue information from the visual display.
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Figure 30. Pilot–aircraft system in the experiment.

The experiment was conducted in the Flight Mechanics Laboratory of Beihang Uni-
versity, using the fixed-base flight simulator shown in Figure 31a. A control inceptor was
used as the control device, and three high-resolution displays of the visual system were
used for the visual environment for the human pilot. Among them, the display on the
left reveals the model of the aircraft system and the connections of various pilot–aircraft
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system signals. The display on the right provides additional aircraft information such as
the variation curves of aircraft states. The key tracking task display is located in the middle
of the visual system. Here, the error e is presented on the visual display with a simplified
artificial horizon indicator, as can be seen in Figure 31b.
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(b) Tracking task display.

The dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue is shown in the top right-hand corner of
Figure 31b. Herein, the number 0 represents that the flight parameters are within the safe
range, while numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent that the flight parameters exceed quadrants
I, II, III, and IV, respectively. Thus the human pilot can adjust his/her control strategy
according to this information cue of visual display. In the experiment, the experiment task,
controlled element, and failure scenarios are all consistent with the computer simulations.
The experimental data were gathered and processed to be used for comparison with the
simulations. The results are as follows.

6.2. Experimental Results Analysis

(1) Results of no envelope cue

Figure 32 compares the time-domain tracking performance of the no envelope cue for
the human pilot model simulation and pilot-in-the-loop experiment. The tracking trend of
both is basically the same, especially 30 s after the failure. In comparison with the experi-
ment, the simulation tracking is smoother. Figure 33 indicates the dynamic-pitch-control
envelope evaluation results between the simulation and pilot-in-the-loop experiment. It
can be seen that both evaluations exceed the envelope boundaries in quadrants II, III, and
IV. These indicate that the human pilot model and actual human pilot are able to reach the
consistent evaluation results in the case of no envelope cue.
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Figure 33. Comparison of experimental and simulation evaluation results of no envelope cue.

(2) Results of the original envelope cue

The time-domain tracking performances of the original envelope cue for the simulation
and experiment are shown in Figure 34. The tracking results are almost consistent. The
phase lags for the experiment are slightly larger than simulation. Figure 35 represents the
dynamic-pitch-control envelope evaluation results of the original envelope cue between
the simulation and experiment. It can be seen that the two results are basically the same.
Compared with the evaluation results of no envelope cue (Figure 33), both the simulation
and experimental results of the original cue are improved.
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Figure 35. Comparison of experimental and simulation evaluation results with original envelope cue.

(3) Results of the designed envelope cue

According to the design of the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue using the pilot–
aircraft system model, envelope cue 2 received the best assessment results. In order
to validate this design effect, the experimental evaluation results of envelope cue 2 are
represented in Figure 36. Three-dimensional evaluation results with time variables can be
seen in Figure 37. The projection in quadrant I and quadrant III boundaries is depicted in
Figure 38, and Figure 39 reveals the projection in quadrant II and quadrant IV boundaries.
It can be seen that the experimental evaluation results are within the envelope boundaries,
which reveals the effectiveness of the designed envelope cue.
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Figure 40 represents the experimental results of the scalogram-based PIO metric. It
can be seen that the predictions of PIO metric without envelope cue and original envelope
cue are located in the susceptible PIO region, while the predictions with envelope cue 2
are within the unsusceptible PIO region. These results are essentially in agreement with
the simulations.
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In addition, the assessment results of other envelope cues including experimental and
simulation assessments are summarized in Table 5. In the error metric evaluation, there
exists a difference between the human pilot model and the actual pilot. But the trends are
almost consistent. For the envelope boundaries metric and scalogram-based PIO metric,
the evaluation results of the two are basically the same. Envelope cue 2 obtained the best
results in both experimental and simulation assessments. It also indicates that the flight
envelope cue near the place of 90% from the upper and lower boundaries is the most
effective for mitigating the loss-of-control due to the adverse aircraft-pilot couplings.
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Table 5. Synthesis of the experimental and simulation assessment results.

Cue Simulation/Experiment Error Metric Envelope Boundaries
Metric

Scalogram-Based PIO
Metric

Original envelope cue Experiment 1.1454 Beyond envelope Susceptible to PIO
Simulation 2.12 Beyond envelope Susceptible to PIO

Envelope cue 1 Experiment 0.9302 Beyond envelope Not susceptible to PIO
Simulation 1.65 Beyond envelope Susceptible to PIO

Envelope cue 2 Experiment 0.8868 Safe range Not susceptible to PIO
Simulation 1.21 Safe range Not susceptible to PIO

Envelope cue 3 Experiment 0.9306 Safe range Not susceptible to PIO
Simulation 1.25 Safe range Not susceptible to PIO

6.3. Results Comparison

The pilot model simulation results with envelope cues are compared to the result
of a pilot model with smart inceptor cues. According to reference [33], the scalogram-
based PIO metric result of the smart inceptor cue is shown in Figure 41. Combined with
Figure 29, it can be seen that both dynamic-pitch-control envelope cue and smart inceptor
cue can mitigate the pilot–aircraft system oscillations. However, dynamic-pitch-control
envelope cue via a visual display is easier to implement than the smart inceptor cue via
haptic feedback.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, a fuzzy and adaptive behavior model of the human pilot with a flight
envelope cue is proposed to mitigate the pilot–aircraft system loss-of-control events.

(1) Based on the behavior characteristics of a human pilot with the dynamic-pitch-control
envelope cue, a fuzzy and adaptive human pilot model is developed. The envelope
cue provides the PIO or excessive manipulation information for the human pilot via
the visual display. The model is different from other models that fail to consider the
effect of different envelope cues information. The model can reflect fuzzy, adaptation,
and variable strategy characteristics to the flight envelope cue. It utilizes fuzzy logic
to describe the fuzziness of a human’s response to the cue and adopts time-varying
parameters to accommodate different regional boundaries cues.

(2) Based on the pilot–aircraft system analysis, three metrics assessment methods, in-
cluding error metric, envelope boundaries metric, and scalogram-based PIO metric,
are put forward to design the dynamic-pitch-control envelope cues. Note that the
error metric reflects the qualities of task completion, envelope boundaries metric,
and scalogram-based PIO metric reflect the prediction of adverse aircraft-pilot cou-
plings. The comparison of the simulation and the experiment demonstrated that the
assessments are basically consistent. The simulation and experimental results indicate
that the evaluations of small boundary cues are easy to maintain within the envelope
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boundaries and unsusceptible to the PIO region. While if the envelope boundaries
are small enough, the quality of the task completion will be reduced. In this study,
the flight envelope cue near the place of 90% from the upper and lower boundaries is
effective for mitigating the loss-of-control related to pilot-induced oscillations.

(3) In addition, further investigation of this study is needed. First of all, the investigations
of dynamic roll control envelope cues are expected to study the evaluation and miti-
gation of adverse aircraft-pilot couplings in the roll-axis. Secondly, more experienced
human pilots are expected to be introduced into the verification of the human pilot
modeling and flight envelope cue design.
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